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1. What is the Information Systems Division?

Information Systems is concerned with information, 
language and cognitive systems. Its central goal is 
promoting the development of general theories of 
complex systems and quantitative methodologies for 
communication research variety of domains. This 
focus brings together people with a wide range of 
interests and specialties. Member interests include: 
studies of information flows, the human interface 
with communication technology, and life in an 
information society: cognition, including information 
processing of direct and mediated communication 
and the construction of cognitive models; artificial 
intelligence applications in language, logic, and 
reasoning; modeling and study of interaction 
systems.



What is the Information Systems Division?
● Defined by saying what it isn’t rather than is:

○ “less interested in the effects of television than 
in how and why those effects occur”

○ “less interested in whether an interpersonal 
argument is persuasive than in the mental 
processes involved in constructing a 
persuasive message”

● Information processing perspective:
○ “One way of looking at a system is as a system 

of nodes between which information passes. A 
node could be a mental process, a person, a 
department, a company, a country, or a group. 
It is a place where information is received, sent, 
altered, changed, or processed”

● Occurs at all levels:
○ Ranging from the intrapersonal (e.g., emotional 

and cognitive systems) to interpersonal, 
organizational, and societal systems”



Information Processing Approach

A philosophical approach to social scientific research

● In Communication:
○ Shapiro, Hamilton, Lang, & Contractor, 2001, Communication Yearbook
○ Lang & Ewoldsen, 2010, Rethinking Communication
○ Lang, Potter, & Bolls, 2008, Media Effects: Advances in Theory and Research
○ Lang, 2013, Communication Theory
○ Weber et al., 2015, Journal of Media Psychology
○ Monge & Contractor, 2003, Theories of Communication Networks
○ etc…

● Broader scientific milieu:
○ Miller & Cohen, 2001, Annual Review of Neuroscience
○ Newell, 1973, Visual Information Processing
○ Marr, 1982, Vision
○ Lazer et al., 2009, Science
○ Falk & Bassett, 2017, Trends in Cognitive Science
○ Krakauer, et al., 2017, Neuron
○ etc...



In Some Ways, We’ve Been Very Successful

A search of “Information Processing” in Web of ScienceTM shows this approach is 
common across ICA Journals (earliest publication 1968, JoC)**

*No data for Annals of ICA yet
**Data collected on 05/11/2018



In Some Ways, We’ve Been Very Successful

A non-systematic search of “Information Processing” on the 2018 ICA program:

● Yielded 243 unique results

Featuring papers and posters across subdisciplines:

● Game Studies
● Communication Science and Biology
● Health Communication
● Communication and Technology
● Computational Methods
● Mobile Communication
● Interpersonal Communication
● Communication History
● Visual Communication
● Environmental Communication
● etc.



In Some Ways, We’ve Been Too Successful

ICA Computational 
Methods

“… In particular, computational methods 
cover computerized tools and 
algorithms for collecting, processing, 
analyzing, and visualizing data such as 
social media data, news sites, and other 
forms of communication. As such, the 
group distinguishes from other divisions 
and interest groups that deal with 
conceptual issues of social media 
whereas this group is exclusively 
oriented to methodological issues….”

ICA Communication 
Science & Biology

“... promotes scientific research with 
relevance for the study of human 
communication, broadly defined, 
including biological perspectives such 
as psychophysiology, cognitive 
neuroscience, behavioral genetics, 
animal studies, and evolutionary 
psychology. Members of the Interest 
Group value a focus on human 
communication systems and processes, 
and strive for rigorous and replicable 
research….”

Emerging Interest Groups at ICA extend Information Processing into new domains



Question

In a field that is organized around either:

● Level (e.g., Interpersonal, Intergroup, Mass, Organizational)

OR

● Topic (e.g., Technology, Sports, Games, Health, Mobile)

Is there a home for a division organized around a scientific approach?



Two Paths Forward

1. Clear identity on what distinguishes Information Systems from other divisions 
and interest groups
a. This is HARD! If the division is really organized around a scientific approach, then 

that approach has been (partially) adopted across the discipline
b. Reconsider the division’s name? (e.g., “Communication Processes and Effects” or 

“Information Processing and Communication”)

2. Consider a merger with philosophically aligned divisions/interest groups (e.g., 
Computational Methods, Communication Science and Biology)
a. Create a shared community for doing communication science from an information 

processing perspective
b. Embrace the overlap between divisions by collaborating



2. The role of online community building tools 
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Creating more (online) presence by:

● Summary of division before information of people

● Presenting examples on the website 

○ Who is part of the division; identify key scholars

○ What topics are discussed

● Actively engaging on social media

● Creating an attractive website

● Focus on ‘recruiting’ junior scholars



Communicating visibility & engagement

Attract and engage PhD students and early career scholars

Be creative in proposing new session type formats that enhance community 
building:

● student colloquium
● “Office hours”
● mentor/mentee program
● ...



3. Future of Information Systems

Distinguish Merge

#2: Visibility
Identify key 

scholars and 
increase online 

presence

#3: Continuity
Attract junior 
scholars and 

actively build a 
community

#1: Identity
Define who we 
are and what 
we are doing
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Agenda

1. What is the Information Systems Division?

2. The role of online community-building tools

3. The future of Information Systems



2. Opportunities for distinguishing the division from 
others
2. Opportunities for distinguishing the division from 
others



Communicating a clear identity path #1

“Information systems scholars are not just a collection of nerds focused on 
abstract methodological issues” (Shapiro, Hamilton, Lang, & Contractor, 2000)

Instead, clearly present conceptual (i.e., information processing, cognitive and 
affective responses to communication) and methodological focus (i.e., 
quantitative, rigorous research methods, diversity of methodological approaches)

Reconsider the division’s name? (e.g., “Communication Processes and Effects” or 
“Information Processing and Communication”)



Communicating a clear identity path #2

“Information Systems Division members are aggressively explaining the processes 
at the heart of mass, interpersonal, and organizational communication” (Shapiro, 
Hamilton, Lang, & Contractor, 2000)

Embrace the overlap between divisions by collaborating or even merging with 
other divisions



Why important?

1. Visability

2. Creating a community feeling

3. Creating an identity

4. Continuity: attracting junior scholars


